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Practice Update 
Welcome to our very first patient newsletter

Now is an exciting time for the all the team here at 
Horbury Dental Care as we have opened our 3 brand 
new surgeries. Thank you for your patience and 
support during the building work that has been taking 
place over the last couple of months. We are now 
able to offer more appointments and more advanced 
treatments. 

There’s no need to worry as this will not affect our 
current NHS provision. Francois Vannerem, one of 
our associate dentists has now decided to focus on 
providing private care and will therefore no longer be 
seeing his NHS list.  

If you were an NHS patient of Francois’, you will have 
received a letter with details of the changes. If you wish 
to stay registered with Francois as a private patient, 
please contact our friendly reception team who will be 
more than happy to help.   

Patients are our priority at Horbury Dental Care so 
please get in touch with us if you have any queries 
regarding the new changes at the practice. 

Reception Team 

Please be mindful if you feel the need to be seen 
urgently, please call the practice at your earliest 
convenience as we prioritise emergency appointments 
for those who are; in pain with swelling, bleeding, 
unable to eat or sleep. Due to high demand, we may 
have to book patients in with a different clinician, we 
appreciate your frustration, and the waiting times may 
be longer than usual.  

If patients are unable to attend appointments, please 
call us on 01924 211234 with as much notice as 
possible. Missed appointments on the day may acquire 
a charge from £21.00.  

We thank you all for your patience and support during 
the last couple of years.
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Matthew Phillips BDS (Manchester) MSc 
(University of Kent) MJDF RCS (Eng) 

Matt graduated from the Turner Dental School in 
Manchester in 2011, where he was awarded the 
Tom Pitt-Ford prize for his work. Matt continued his 
education by completing an MSc in Primary Care 
Dentistry from the University of Kent in 2014 and 
becoming a member of the Joint Dental Faculties. 

Matt has previously worked in a specialist restorative 
unit at the William Harvey Hospital as well as a number 
of practices across the South East. Matt relocated to be 
close to family in Yorkshire and joined Horbury Dental 
Care and Implant Clinic in 2021. He is committed to 
preventive dentistry and communicating all patient’s 
treatment options to them. 

Matt has a young daughter who he spends most of 
his spare time with, discovering new places and walks 
around West Yorkshire.

 Any new recommendations are welcome!

Jordan Hobbah BDS MFDS RCS (Eng)

Jordan is a true Yorkshire gentleman who hails from 
Drighlington. He studied at Newcastle Dental School 
and qualified in 2019.

He spent his first year post qualification working in a 
general practice just North of Newcastle and gained 
valuable experience in all areas of general dentistry.

For the past year Jordan has worked as part of the 
head and neck surgical team at Pinderfields Hospital. 
The team treats problems such as broken facial 
bones, facial lacerations and surgical extractions, and 
so Jordan has gained many more skills to add to his 
portfolio of experience. He has also recently gained 
his Membership of the Faculty of Dental Surgery 
qualification. Whilst not working Jordan enjoys going 
to the gym and watching sport. He also likes a real 
ale, preferably a Yorkshire brewed one!

Jordan is part of the Willings family as he is married 
to Harriet and is very much part of the family. A very 
welcome addition to the team.

Align
Our systems offer brilliant results without the need 
for permanent braces. Differing from traditional 
teeth aligning methods such as braces as it consists 
of virtually invisible and fully removable aligners. 
Free from wires and brackets, they do not affect your 
diet or brushing habits allowing you to eat all your 
favourite foods and keep your teeth feeling clean 
throughout your treatment.

Whiten 

The UK’s most trusted teeth whitening brand, 
built by a dentist with over 20 years’ experience. 
Boutique whitening provides the most effective 
and comfortable, professional teeth whitening 
experience available.  First step is to come in for a 
check-up and your dentist will examine your teeth 
and gums to make sure your teeth are ready.  You 
will then collect your trays and start using them 
at home with your whitening gels. In two to three 
weeks, you can unveil your beautiful new smile.

Shape 

Composite bonding (also known as tooth bonding  
or dental bonding) offers a solution for minor 
damage or gaps in teeth. Bonding is usually used 
for filling chips, fractures, or gaps between teeth, 
or for fixing discolouration. A composite resin is 
attached to a tooth and shaped to restore its original 
appearance. The colour of the resin is matched 
to your teeth, so it will appear as though it is a 
natural part of the tooth. Composite bonding is a 
non-invasive treatment used to correct a range of 
minor aesthetic imperfections on the teeth. Most 
commonly, Composite Bonding is a treatment for 
chipped teeth, irregular teeth correction, tooth gaps, 
or discolouration.

Job opportunities 
We are always expanding here at Horbury Dental Care and  are keen to have more team members join our 
award-winning practice. Please send CV’s to willings@horburydentalcare.co.uk and check social media 
pages for updates.
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We are pleased to announce Helen 
has returned to work part time after 
becoming a mum. 
 
Did you know that Helen offers facial aesthetics 
as well as dentistry work? We have dedicated 
slots on these days. Please ask the ladies on 
reception for more information.
 
 
Facial Aesthetics 
* The progression from cosmetic dentistry to  
 facial aesthetics came naturally to me in 
 2017 following a number of patients asking 
 how to improve their overall appearance once 
 completing their smile makeover. 

Facesthetics ethos is to - PREVENT the signs of 
ageing - RESTORE what nature gave you and 
BALANCE and enhance your facial features to 
give natural, subtle results so you can BE YOUR 
BEST.

Our treatments vary from medical grade 
skincare which reduces the signs of ageing and 
treat skin conditions such as acne and rosacea 
but also rejuvenation treatments such as LED 
light therapy and micro needling to remove 
pigmentation and scarring.

We also offer a variety of injectable treatments 
to reduce the signs of ageing and filler 
treatments to define, shape and balance your 
facial features - helping frame that new and 
important smile!

To see more examples for Helen’s 
work, take a look at the teams faces! 

 
Follow facestheticsuk on Instagram. 
www.facesthetics.co.uk
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